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Objectives
Learn about four different AU and district

Go Slow to Go Fast

approaches to standards based Advanced
Learning Plans
Consider what approach might be best for
your situation

Strategic planning towards quality standards based ALPs

February 26, 2016 State Directors’ Meeting
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Mesa Administrative Unit –
Heather Baskin

Go fast enough to get there, but

 Plateau Valley – K-12; 250 students
 DeBeque – K-12; 125 students
 MCVSD 51 - Grand Junction

Slow
enough to
see.

 24 Elementary, 8 MS, 6 HS, 9 Alternative Campuses
 22,000 students
 Half-time GT Teacher at each school K-8
 Stipend GT Coach(es) at each HS
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MCVSD 51 - Past
 ALP System & Standards 2011
 Academic
 Progressions
 Thinking Processes & Creativity
 Affective
 NAGC Standard 4
 Personal Competence
 Social Competence
 Leadership
 Cultural Competence
 Communication Competence

ALP Goals
 Academic and Affective
 Services provided by
 Where
 Schedule
 Strategies
 Materials
 Measurement tool
 Progress Monitoring Notes
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MCVSD 51 – Present/Future

Google – Envisioning the Future

 Perfect Storm
 GT Curriculum
 Standards Aligned ALPs
 Personalized Learning

2015

199
8

Why
 Small Change

What often
happens
when looking
at a model
someone else
has created?

Big Change

Begin to Ask “Change”
Questions

Why
•
•
•

Who
What are the reasons to
initiate this change?
What might be some
benefits? Challenges?
What is the goal?

When
Where

How

When
Where
What

How

Why
• Which teachers might already
have some skills that would
lend to success?
• Which students would be good
to start with? Future growth?
• Who all needs to be involved?
• Who will monitor progress of
the change (individual and
collective)?

What
Begin to Ask “Change”
Questions

Who

Who
When
Where

What
Begin to Ask “Change”
Questions

How
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Why
•
•
•

What time
structures/systems are
already in place or requrired?
What are short range and
long range goals?
What time needs to be given
for all stakeholders to
understand and support?

Begin to Ask “Change”
Questions

Who
When
Where
What
How

Why
• What structures/systems are
already in place to support
this?
• What is the starting place
and the growing place?
• The where details – learning,
materials, training,
implementation

Begin to Ask “Change”
Questions

Why

Begin to Ask “Change”
Questions

What

How

Thompson School District–
Carol Swalley
Total enrollment (excluding early childhood):
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15,494
30 Elementary, 5 Middle, 4 High, 2 Charter, 1
Alternative
GT teacher at each elementary and middle, based
on number of identified students
GT counselor at each high
1,693 identified gifted students; approx. 93%
identified in reading, math, or both reading and
math

Where
What
How

Who

When
Where

When

Why

Who

• What will be expected,
provided, and offered?
• What resources can we use
to support this?

Who

When
This becomes the plan, initiative,
proposal….
Begin to Ask “Change”
Questions

Where
What

How

Beginning Dialogue
 Starting in January before the rules were passed, I talked
about this transition with staff at every staff meeting

 We discussed the new rules using the crosswalk tool and what
changes we would need to make to be in compliance

 Several teachers agreed to work over the summer to support
the transition to standards-based ALP goals
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Summer Work

Summer work

 Started by discussing the implication of a move to standards-

 A group of six teachers worked over three days in the summer
 They created a document teachers can use to help them write

based ALP goals
 Agreed to focus on math practice standards rather than math
content standards
 In ELA, the focus would be on the “overarching” standards that
appear in more than one grade level
 This would allow us to work with students during the whole
year

Implementation

standards-based goals

 These goals are focused on the major standards in ELA and the
practice standards in math

 We also found or created rubrics to help measure progress

Example

 Because we had discussed this at staff meetings the past year,
all teachers knew to anticipate this transition

 At the beginning of the year, I used state grant funds we
received for .5 FTE for my position which is already paid by the
district to pay for half-day subs for any GT teacher to attend a
training
 All teachers were introduced to the new materials, practiced
writing goals, and collaborated with colleagues on the best
way to share this transition with parents
 All new ALPs written in 2015-2016 are standards-based,
although it will take time to perfect this new process

Example

Example
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Example

Example

Example

Adams 12 School District–
Roger Dowd

Example

Example

 Adams 12:
30 K-5 Elementary Schools
8 Middle Schools (6-8) + 1 alternative middle school
3 K-8 schools
5 comprehensive high schools, 2 alternative high
schools & 1 CTE program

4 charter schools
Stipend GT coordinators at each school (extra duty)
42,000 students
29
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Example

Elizabeth School District–
Karen Kendig
 Two elementary schools with less than 20 students identified
at this time

 One middle school with 30 students identified
 One high school with 70 students identified
 3,000 students
 100 teachers
 One full time teacher in each building who receives a stipend to be
the gifted education liaison for the building

 One part-time gifted education coordinator
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If you want to go fast, go alone.
Culture and Climate

 No consistent process in place for ALPs
 Behind on timeline to write ALPs for this year
 First time teachers were asked to write the ALPs
 Confusion, frustration, no idea where or how to begin

If you want to go far, go together.
33

African Proverb

Executive Bandaid

Example

 Go fast alone!
 Borrowed other district’s work
 Created grade level “choice” goals based on limited standards
 Provided all rubrics and measuring tools
 Created pre-filled ALP worksheets
 Gave building liaison the job to enter into Alpine
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Example

Example
B

Example

Collaborative Planning
 Go far together!
 Gifted Education Collaborative Council
 Building ALP guidance and procedures into 4-year program plan
 Middle and High School students want to write ALPs themselves
 Discussions include:
 Merging with ICAP
 Grouping gifted students together in the same advisory class where ALP
writing and monitoring could be more manageable

 What kind of programming options might need to be in place to help
students meet their goals?

Questions
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